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Investigation of a High Speed
Centrifugal Compressor Diffuser:
Spanwise and Loading Variations
An efficient diffuser is essential to a modern compressor stage due to its significance in
stage performance, durability, and operability. To address the need for data that describe
the complex, unsteady flow field in a vaned diffuser, particle image velocity is utilized to
characterize the spanwise and circumferential variations in the flow features in the vaned
diffuser passage of a transonic centrifugal compressor. The spanwise variation in the
diffuser flow field is further investigated by the comparison of three different operating
conditions representative of low, nominal, and high loading. These data demonstrate that
not only the diffuser flow field is highly dependent on the operation conditions, e.g.,
hub-to-shroud variation increases with loading, but also the circumferential periodicity,
created by the highly three dimensional impeller discharge flow, generates a larger un-
steadiness toward the hub region of the vaned diffuser. �DOI: 10.1115/1.3104616�
Introduction
Future small gas turbines rely on higher efficiency and pressure

atio centrifugal compressors to achieve lower specific fuel con-
umption, higher specific power, and higher power to weight ratio.
n efficient diffuser is essential to a modern compressor stage due

o its significance in stage performance, durability, and operability.
Even though investigations of low speed compressor flow fields

ave been used to develop a knowledge base for design and gen-
rating flow models, they are not true representations of transonic
entrifugal compressors. Hathaway et al. �1� conducted an inves-
igation for identifying the feasibility of using a low speed com-
ressor to capture the flow physics and as a starting point for
xperimentally validating codes that would later be used for de-
igning high speed machines. It was concluded that the secondary
ows, which are significant in centrifugal compressors, are
trongly affected by the impeller speed, and for high speed appli-
ations, empirical data from nonscaled models are crucial.

Also, often data on the exit flows of impellers with vaneless
iffusers have been used for design models that included vaned
iffusers, i.e., making use of an isolated impeller approximation.
hough this approach might be a starting point for advanced de-
igns, it is very limited in its accuracy �2�. For example, Inoue and
umpsty �3� reported that the presence of diffuser vanes consid-
rably increases the pressure at the exit of the impeller, thus cou-
ling the vane inlet and impeller exit flow fields �4,5�. Conse-
uently, matching a vaned diffuser to an impeller is a nontrivial
ask due to the complicated flow mechanics involved �6�.

Another approximation in the design process is that most com-
ressors are designed for steady relative flows, but the actual flow
s unsteady with a high degree of interaction between the impeller
nd diffuser. The effects of the diffuser geometry on the compres-
or stage are difficult to predict due to the existence of this cou-
ling between the impeller and diffuser. The potential field gener-
ted by the diffuser and imposed on the impeller exit is not only
riven by its geometry but also dependent on the unsteady diffuser
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loading. This loading is in turn a function of the rotating impeller
potential field and the highly three dimensional velocity field pro-
duced by the impeller.

Unfortunately, adequate steady and unsteady data, representa-
tive of today’s advanced high speed compressors, are limited in
the open literature. From a high cycle fatigue �HCF� perspective,
El-Aini et al. �7�, in a review of the limitations in predicting and
designing for HCF, outlined that the current prediction tools fall
short for forced response analysis of today’s machines. The nec-
essary development areas were indicated as high Mach number
unsteady flows, strong fluctuations in incidence angle, unsteady
separated flows, and cases of high incidence. Specific needs were
identified to be not only prediction techniques but also experimen-
tal data for validation.

HCF is a key issue especially in the impeller trailing edge re-
gion due to the unsteady pressure fluctuations caused by the dif-
fuser potential field, which is also a function of the flow structures
present at the vane throat. In radial flow turbo pumps, it has been
shown that these cyclic pressure variations imposed on the impel-
ler trailing edge can be larger than the steady pressure rise across
the machine �8,9�. Less information is available on the interaction
in high speed air compressors. Characterization of this type of
impeller-diffuser interaction is not only important from a HCF
perspective but increased coupling could lead to larger tip leakage
losses characterized by considerably larger entropy production at
the impeller �6�, and thus affecting the stage efficiency. One of the
most important parameters in unsteady impeller-diffuser interac-
tion is the ratio of the diffuser inlet radius to impeller exit radius,
i.e., the radial gap. Ziegler et al. �4,5� acquired steady and un-
steady �laser-to-focus� measurements at the impeller exit and dif-
fuser throat regions while changing this parameter. These experi-
ments thus worked to characterize the effect of impeller-diffuser
coupling on efficiency, impeller flow structures, and unsteady dif-
fuser loading.

In an impeller passage there are high and low momentum re-
gions that are often referred to as the jet and wake, respectively.
The intensity of these zones not only varies in the circumferential
direction but also along the span �10�. As the flow emerges from
the impeller, the blade forces are lost and the jet and wake un-
dergo a rapid mixing process in the vaneless space. Even though
some early models have assumed uniform flow due to this mixing

in the circumferential directions downstream of the vaneless
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pace, it has been shown by Gallier et al. �11� and Gallier �12� that
he mixing process is not sufficient to produce a homogeneous
ow region. On the contrary, the flow imposed on the vaned dif-
user inlet is highly irregular and three dimensional. There are
ther results supporting this observed flow complexity in the
aneless space. Krain �13,14� used laser-to-focus measurements to
how large unsteady vane inlet flow angle variations in both the
panwise and circumferential directions.

This diffuser inlet flow unsteadiness was shown to propagate
ar into the diffuser passage. The delayed mixing in the spanwise
irection and the circumferential propagation of low momentum
uid from the impeller resulted in a highly three dimensional flow
eld throughout the diffuser �15�. The vaned diffusers are highly
ensitive to the mean and unsteady incidence. The single most
mportant parameter governing the channel diffuser recovery is
he boundary layer blockage at the throat �16�, and this is known
o be a nearly linear function of the vane leading edge incidence
17�.

From an operability aspect, often the flow range of a centrifugal
ompressor is limited by stall or choke of the vaned diffuser, and
he most important portion of the diffuser is the semivaneless
pace between the leading edge and the throat of the diffuser
anes �18�. The blockage factor at the throat, which is based on
he diffusion from the leading edge of the blade to the throat and
he inlet condition of the diffuser channel, is determined by this
art of the diffuser. The complexity of the inlet flow, specifically
he periodic variations in the flow angle, has adverse affects on the
erformance and operability, if not managed well. It is also known
hat the mean and unsteady incidence relative to the vane suction
urface is the significant parameter for diffuser performance and
tall �18�. If the flow field in the diffuser is well understood, this
reates potential for radial machines to have higher efficiencies
nd wider operation ranges.

Overall, the flow field through the impeller exit and vaned dif-
user is three dimensional, coupled, and characterized by high
evels of deterministic unsteadiness. The vane flow features in-
lude shocks �19�, boundary layer/shock interactions �18�, partial
eparation zones �concentrated in the hub leading edge� �15�,
arying inlet flow momentum, and incidence regions imposed on
he diffuser vanes �13–15�. In addition, there is a high degree of
nteraction between the impeller and diffuser that prevents accu-
ate analysis as isolated components �3,5�. To address the need for
xperimental characterization of this complex flow field, pre-
ented herein are the results from the particle image velocimetry
PIV� measurements in the diffuser passage of the Purdue high
peed centrifugal compressor. This high-efficiency compressor
eatures an impeller that produces a diffuser entry flow field typi-
al of modern transonic compressors. The flow characteristics are
nalyzed from hub-to-shroud at several relative impeller-diffuser
ositions for operating conditions at low �on the choke line�,
ominal, and prestall loading.

Technical Approach

2.1 Experimental Facility. The Purdue high speed centrifu-
al compressor facility consists of an Allison 250-C30G tur-
oshaft engine that drives the research compressor through a slave
earbox. The centrifugal test compressor includes an advanced
esign 50 deg back-sweep impeller that consists of 15 full and
plitter blade pairs upstream of 22 wedge-type diffuser vanes. The
atio of the diffuser inlet radius to the impeller exit radius is 1.094.
he nominal operating speed of the compressor is 48,450 rpm.
he design and nominal performance parameters of the research
ompressor are noted in Table 1.

The facility is instrumented with various steady temperature,
ressure, and optical probes to measure rotational speed, mass
ow rate, pressure ratio, and efficiencies. To change the speed of

he test compressor, the C-30 engine output shaft speed is
hanged. The compressor is throttled with a butterfly valve at the

xit of the outflow duct. The mass flow rate is calculated from the
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total and static pressures and the inlet total temperature measured
with two rakes upstream of the test section. The pressure ratio
�PR� is determined by the ratio of the mass averaged inlet total
pressure and the mass averaged exit total pressure calculated from
the measurements of four three-headed total pressure rakes dis-
tributed in four separate diffuser passages. Also, the exit gas tem-
perature is measured at the exit plenum. From these measure-
ments, the compressor’s flow-pressure characteristic can be
defined by the corrected speed and corrected mass flow rate.

2.2 PIV Velocity Measurements. PIV is an optical imaging
technique that allows velocities in a flow field to be measured.
The flow is seeded with particles that track the fluid, and a planar
laser light sheet is pulsed to illuminate these particles. An image
of the particles is captured by a charge-coupled device �CCD�
camera perpendicular to the plane of the light sheet. A second
laser pulse and exposure is made after a short time delay to extract
a second image of the flow field. During analysis, both of these
images are then divided into smaller sectors, called interrogation
regions, and an average velocity within each interrogation region
is determined by advanced cross correlation methods.

The PIV configuration for these experiments consists of a Solo
PIV Nd:YAG laser of 532 nm wavelength, a Hi-sense MKII CCD
camera, and Nikon Nikkor 35 mm focal length camera lens. To
synchronize the laser and the camera, Dantec DYNAMICS FLOW

MANAGER, Version 4.71, software was used. This software also
provided the necessary routines to process the PIV images. A
BNC Model 555 pulse delay generator is used to generate a phase
lag to a once-per-revolution trigger signal digitally generated by
TTI LT-850 laser tachometer. This allows data acquisition of dif-
ferent relative impeller-diffuser positions.

The seeding was introduced by a Topas Model ATM 210/H
aerosol generator using diethyl hexyl sebacate �DEHS� seeding
fluid. The DEHS seeding fluid particles have a mean diameter of
0.25 �m. A detailed analysis by Gallier �12� showed that they are
small enough to track flow features as small as 0.5 mm with error
limited to 1.09% of the true velocity in regions bounded by the
sonic velocity in the diffuser region. Clearly, for shock structures
where the length scale is small �a few mean free paths�, the error
is considerably larger. Based on the above analysis, the “smear-
ing” of the shock interface to a more finite length scale in the
range of 10−4 m is thus expected.

An iterative multigrid cross correlation routine with window
offsetting was used to extract the velocity information. In the cur-
rent analysis, raw images are subjected to an adaptive correlation
routine with initial and final interrogation areas of 128
�128 pixels and 16�16 pixels, respectively, with a 50% over-
lap applied among different regions at each four refinement steps.

Assuming an adiabatic process from the diffuser to the plenum,
the total temperature throughout the diffuser is taken as that mea-
sured in the discharge plenum, and this with the measured velocity

Table 1 Research compressor parameters

Impeller
Tip diameter 21.65 cm
Inlet diameter 14.2 cm
No. of blades 15 full and splitter pairs
Backsweep angle 50 deg
Design speed 48,450 rpm �CW seen from inlet�

Diffuser
Inlet diameter 23.67 cm
Exit diameter 34.50 cm
Axial passage width 1.384 cm
No. of vanes 22
Radial gap 1.094
Diffuser inlet vane angle 79.4 deg
Wedge diffuser opening angle 7.85 deg
determines the local static temperature, local acoustic speed, and
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hus the Mach number, M. The flow angles presented are mea-
ured from the centerline of the diffuser passage and taken posi-
ive in the clockwise direction.

2.3 Error Analysis. The PIV measured velocity V=S�p /�t,
here �p, S, and �t are particle pixel displacement, optical mag-
ification, and the time delay between the two consecutive im-
ges, respectively. Westerweel et al. �20� reported that the average
easurement error for an interrogation analysis through cross cor-

elation with window offset was approximately 0.04 pixels. As-
uming the maximum particle displacement of 4 pixels �one-
ourth of the diameter of a 16�16 pixel interrogation window�,
his would imply a relative measurement error of ���p� /�p
1%. In this setup, the scale factor, S, is 12.108 pixels/mm. It is
stablished by comparing the images of a high precision Max
evy DA039 line grid ruler with the distances indicated by the
rid. Considering the magnification factor, the grid lines appear
.92 pixels wide through the CCD camera; thus the scale is known
o be within a pixel. Using this information, the uncertainty due to
ptical magnification is ��S� /S=0.41%. In this experiment, the
ime delay between the two consecutive images of the CCD cam-
ra is the minimum allowed by the hardware limitations, �t
10−6 s. The architecture of integrated circuits, such as those

ound on a computer board, may introduce fluctuations in the time
elay, on the order of 1 ns. Thus the uncertainty associated with
he time delay can be calculated as ���t� /�t=0.1%. For the above
onsiderations, the uncertainty in the velocity measurements
ased on the experimental setup is given by

��V�/V = � ����S�/S�2 + ����p�/�p�2 + �����t�/�t��2�1/2 �1�

sing the formula outlined by Kline and McClintock �21� for a
hree-parameter model, which in this case is equal to 1.08%.

2.4 Experiment Conditions. In these experiments, the dif-
user flow field in the Purdue centrifugal compressor is investi-
ated utilizing PIV. Experiments are conducted in the vaned dif-
user at three spanwise locations: 25%, 50%, and 75% spans,
eferred to as the hub, mid, and shroud planes. At all spanwise
ocations, five relative diffuser-impeller locations are considered,
ith the impeller full-splitter blade passage pair divided into five

qually spaced phase delays, referred to as Delay 0, Delay 1,
elay 2, Delay 3, and Delay 4. The data presented are ensemble

veraged with 200 images with a local minimum of 25 valid time
nstances for each vector flow field map. The window over the
iffuser section where data are acquired is shown in Fig. 1.

Experiments are conducted at three operating conditions repre-
entative of low, nominal, and prestall loading conditions �22�.
he corresponding corrected speeds �Ncor�, corrected mass flow

Fig. 1 Diffuser access window
ates �mcor�, and total-to-total stage PRs are given in Table 2.
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3 Results

3.1 Vaneless Space: Diffuser Inlet Flow. Prior to analyzing
the diffuser results from this study, it is useful to characterize the
relationship between structures in the impeller exit flow and those
in the diffuser flow field. The impeller discharge flow, as de-
scribed by Dean �16�, consists of two main regions characterized
by high and low relative momentum fluids referred to as the jet
and wake. Although later authors have refined the details of this
model, this basic description of the exit flow of the impeller is
both accurate and useful. The wake region, accumulating at the
corner formed by the suction surface and the shroud, is a low
velocity region in the impeller frame of reference. Due to the high
tangential component created by the wheel speed in the fixed
frame of reference, the wake is identified as a high velocity region
with a flow angle mainly in the tangential direction. The jet region
is a high velocity region in the relative frame but similarly is
observed as a low momentum region in the fixed reference frame.

PIV experiments conducted by Gallier �12� for the 90% speed
line describe the flow in the vaneless space of the Purdue Cen-
trifugal Research Facility. Gallier’s results show a jet and wake
structure persisting from the hub to the shroud at the impeller exit,
with the extent of the wake fluid increasing toward the shroud,
with the mean incidence on the vanes varied by 11.1 deg from hub
to shroud. There were also significant circumferential variations in
velocity and flow angle due to the jet/wake passing.

To visualize the relationship between the flow in the vaneless
space and that measured in the diffuser, Mach contours reported
by Gallier are matched with exemplary diffuser data gathered in
this investigation at 100% speed for a single relative impeller-
diffuser position �Fig. 2�. Even though Gallier’s investigation was
conducted at lower speed, this illustration provides a qualitative
interpretation of the flow features imposed on the diffuser. For
illustrative purposes, local flow vectors, shown as black arrows
superimposed on the contour plot, are drawn to be representative
of the flow direction and are scaled to the local Mach numbers.
The suction and pressure surfaces of the vanes and blades are
indicated with an s or p, respectively.

With all data in the fixed frame, Vector A indicates the impeller
jet flow imposed on the diffuser suction side wall, with less swirl
and lower momentum than the wake fluid. Vector B shows the
approach of the impeller wake toward the diffuser suction side
wall. For the given impeller-diffuser geometry, with 30 full and
splitter blades and 22 vanes, there are 1.35 blade passages im-
posed on the diffuser inlet at any given time. For the delay shown,
there is impingement of yet another impeller jet on the semivane-
less space region just before the diffuser throat, Vector D. In the
prethroat region E, the flow coming from the upstream portion of
the vane with higher momentum, Vectors B and C, interacts with
the low momentum region of the impeller jet �Region D�. As the
fluid enters the throat, it accelerates due to area reduction. Down-
stream of the throat, Vector F, the flow transitions supersonic to
subsonic. Further downstream, there is a more uniform diffusion
region, represented by Vector G.

3.2 Diffuser Flow Field-Nominal Loading. Figures 3 and 4
present the diffuser flow field at the hub measurement plane for
five time delays at nominal loading. Figure 3 is the phase locked
ensemble averaged Mach number, and Fig. 4 is the corresponding

Table 2 Testing conditions

Loading Ncor

mcor
�kg/s� PR

Low 101.87%�0.06% 2.326�0.009 4.0452�0.004
Nominal 101.23%�0.06% 2.296�0.009 4.2414�0.004
Prestall 101.08%�0.06% 2.023�0.008 4.5556�0.004
flow angle; the flow angles presented are measured from the cen-
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erline of the diffuser passage and taken positive in the clockwise
irection �i.e., with impeller rotation�. In this coordinate system,
ncreasing flow angles �more positive� indicate flow in a more
angential direction.

There is a Mach number increase just downstream of the lead-
ng edge of the vane suction surface, in what is termed the semi-
aneless space. The semivaneless space consists of the triangular
egion restricted by the suction side leading edge, pressure side
eading edge, and the diffuser throat. The Mach number is ap-
roximately 0.9 in this region, consistent from the design criteria
utlined by Pampreen �23� that suggest that designers avoid su-
ersonic flows in this region, thereby avoiding prethroat shock
tructures and their adverse effects on boundary layer growth.

Fig. 2 Impeller flow interaction with
and typical delay

Delay 2

Delay 1

Delay 0

Delay 3

Delay 4
Fig. 3 Nominal loading, hub plane, Mach number
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This region is consistent with a blockage-driven acceleration of
the flow about the suction side of the diffuser and is seen in all
time instances. As shown in Fig. 4, circumferential flow angle
variation across the entry to the semivaneless space is on the order
of 12 deg.

In Fig. 4, the more negative �i.e., more radial� flow angle data
reflect the passage of the jet flow structure into the diffuser. As
explained in Fig. 2, due to the blade-to-vane ratio of 1.35, two
impeller jet regions are seen to be imposed on the semivaneless
space, most visible in Delay 3. Immediately after the acceleration
at the start of the semivaneless space, the flow decelerates again,
most clearly seen at Delays 0 and 3 in Fig. 3 where the Mach
number changes from 0.8 to 0.7 before the throat is reached. The

diffuser, Mach number distribution,

Delay 0

Delay 1

Delay 2

Delay 3

Delay 4
the
Fig. 4 Nominal loading, hub plane, flow angle �°
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Delay 1

Delay 0

Delay 3

Delay 2

Delay 4
Fig. 5 Nominal loading, midplane, Mach number

Fig. 7 Nominal loading, shroud plane, Mach number
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Delay 0

Delay 1

Delay 2

Delay 3

Delay 4
Fig. 6 Nominal loading, midplane, flow angle �°
Delay 1

Delay 3

Delay 2

Delay 4

Delay 0
 Delay 0

Delay 1

Delay 2

Delay 3

Delay 4
Fig. 8 Nominal loading, shroud plane, flow angle �°
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ehavior of the flow in this region is partly a function of the area
ncrease with increased radius, as it is seen at all time instances to
ome extent. But the main cause is believed to be due to the jet
ow, characterized by a large negative flow angle region by the
iffuser throat �Fig. 4� interacting with the suction side accelera-
ion region, identified by a locally higher Mach number in the
emivaneless space �Fig. 3�. This interaction creates a zone of
apid adjustment, where these two flow fields interact, identified
y the locally lower Mach number region upstream of the throat.

The flow downstream of the throat seems to be fairly unaffected
y the circumferential variations after M=0.8 is reached �Fig. 3�.
n contrast, near the throat, the flow is significantly affected by the
mpeller position. The flow reaches a supersonic Mach number,
hen shocks down to a subsonic flow, with the location of this
hock transition and the maximum Mach number a function of the
ane-impeller relative position.

Figures 5 and 6 present the flow Mach number and angles for
he midplane region at nominal loading. Similar features to that of
he hub plane are observed in the flow field. In Fig. 6, at the start
f the semivaneless space the minimum flow angle has become
ore tangential, resulting in a maximum circumferential flow

ngle variation of approximately 8 deg. Also, comparing Figs. 3
nd 5, the Mach numbers in the semivaneless space and the throat
re elevated, consistent with the higher momentum levels ex-
ected at midspan. These results are consistent with an increasing
raction of the flow being wake fluid compared with the hub
lane. The Mach numbers for the region downstream of the throat
t the midspan are also elevated, approximately by 0.25 compared
ith the near hub measurement plane, expected by the higher inlet
omentum flow. In the throat region, the Mach number variations
ith delay time are also larger when compared with the hub mea-

urement location. At the hub plane, the flow downstream of the
hroat seems to be fairly unaffected by the circumferential varia-
ions after M=0.8 is reached.

Focusing on the near-shroud plane at nominal loading �Fig. 7�,
he trend of an increase in the overall Mach numbers as the shroud
s approached continues. This is especially noticeable in the ex-
ension of the semivaneless space acceleration region as well as
ownstream of the throat. This feature is consistent with an in-
reasing fraction of wake fluid. Comparing the flow angle data
Fig. 8� with other spanwise locations �Figs. 4 and 6�, the flow is
ore in the tangential direction, and the circumferential variation

cross the entry to the semivaneless space has been further re-
uced to 4 deg. Also, the flow downstream of the throat appears to

Hub-Plane

Mid-plane

Shroud-plane

Fig. 9 Choke loading, mean Mach number
e much more uniform when compared with other spanwise loca-
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tions �Figs. 4 and 6�. This is mainly due to the fact that at this
spanwise plane the effects of the jet flow are minimized.

3.3 Diffuser Flow Field-Loading Effects. Overall at nominal
loading, there is a large inhomogeneity in the diffuser flow field
dependent on not only spanwise measurement location but also on
the impeller-vane relative position. To compare the effects of
loading change on the spanwise variation in the diffuser flow,
mean flow Mach number and mean flow angles are reported for
loading conditions representing low loading on the choke line and
the flow characteristics of near stall loading conditions. The mean
reported data are acquired by the averaging of phase-resolved PIV
data, and thus contain only the delay-independent information.

When the lower loading condition along the 100% speed line is
considered �Figs. 9 and 10�, higher velocities are observed when
compared with the nominal loading case as expected with the
increased mass flow rate. The velocity increase seems mainly in
the hub and midplane, reducing the overall variation that is seen
from the hub to the tip in the nominal loading case. Downstream,
it can be seen that the role of the upper and lower surfaces of the
vanes as suction and pressure side has reversed with the changing
incidence on the vane �Fig. 10�. Figure 10 also shows that the flow
angles entering the semivaneless space are similar to those seen at
nominal loading expected from the relatively small excursion in
mean impeller exit flow angle ��1 deg� expected in this case.

At nominal loading, maximum average Mach numbers in the
throat region were M=1.2 at the shroud plane, with M=1.1 typi-
cal of the mid and hub measurement planes. This region is fol-
lowed by a mild supersonic deceleration and finally by a normal
shock that brings the flow down to subsonic velocities �Fig. 11�.
At choke loading, Mach numbers greater than 1.2 are now ob-
served at all spanwise planes, with the highest throat Mach num-
bers now found in the hub plane. There is a clear supersonic
acceleration region associated with the expansion fan that origi-
nates from the upper vane leading edge. The turning in this region
is also indicative of these principle flow features �Fig. 12�. Down-
stream of the expansion fan, the flow is decelerated down to a
lower Mach number by an oblique shock and through a normal
shock terminates to subsonic flow.

Figures 13 and 14 present the mean Mach number and flow
angle data for the case where the compressor is throttled to a point
just prior to stall/surge. At this condition, the flow in the throat is
now subsonic at all spanwise planes. Starting with the hub flow,
the maximum Mach number observed at the hub is only approxi-
mately 0.7 and that is located in the semivaneless space accelera-

Fig. 10 Choke loading, mean flow angle �°
tion region �Fig. 13�. Focusing on the hub plane in Fig. 14, when
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ompared with the previous loading conditions studied, in the aft
ections of the diffuser passage more spatial flow angle variations
re observed. At midplane, the trend of higher velocities toward
he shroud seen at nominal loading is again observed. Also, for the

idplane and shroud plane spanwise locations, the variation in
ow angle downstream of the throat observed for the hub plane is
ignificantly reduced, indicating less random unsteadiness. Com-
aring the choke, nominal, and prestall loading cases at the hub,
he increasing nondeterministic unsteadiness is likely indicative of
hub flow breakdown as the stall is approached. From the veloc-

ty data at nominal and prestall loading, there is also evidence for
hub-pressure side unsteady separation, taking the form of a

eparation bubble at the leading edge similar to that described by
usten et al. �19� and Dawes �2�. Although the separation zone
as not resolved sufficiently to directly characterize it from ve-

ocity measurements in the core, the flow in the leading edge
egion still provides evidence of its existence. It was shown by
awes that an unsteady separation bubble at the pressure-side hub

������ ���	
 �������� ���

��� ��� ��� ���

��� ��� ��� �� �� � � � �� ��

ig. 11 Nominal loading, midplane, typical delay, throat shock
tructures, Mach number „top…, and flow angle �° „bottom…

Hub-Plane

Mid-plane

Shroud-plane
Fig. 13 Prestall loading, mean Mach number
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region is not necessarily phase locked to the impeller. Thus, a
separation of this type would result in a higher variance calculated
from the ensemble averaged vector maps.

For the nominal loading case, the variance in the ensemble
about the throat region for all three spanwise locations can be seen
in Fig. 15. The variance is calculated separately for the radial
component, U, and transverse component, V, of the velocities and
summed linearly. Notice the high variance zone at the hub leading
edge around the pressure side. This occurs in a region of the flow
field otherwise characterized by a low value of variance, and
likely is a result of the mean flow deflecting due to a transient
leading edge bubble. A similar region can also be seen for the
midplane with reduced magnitude, which supports the idea that
the separation region at the vane leading edge is more concen-
trated at the hub. Focusing on the shroud plane, the high variance
region as seen in the other spanwise locations does not exist,
indicating that the unsteadiness in this plane is mostly impeller

��

���

������� ���	


������ ���	
 �������� ���

��� ��� ��� ���

��� ��� ��� �� �� � � � �� ��

Fig. 12 Choke loading, midplane, typical delay, throat shock
structures, Mach number „top…, and flow angle �° „bottom…

Mid-plane

Shroud-plane

Hub-Plane
Fig. 14 Prestall loading, mean flow angle �°
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hase locked.
When a similar variance analysis is conducted for the prestall

perating point, the shroud plane variance is similar to the prior
ower loading condition �Fig. 16�. In the hub region, there is a
arge high variance zone supportive of the hub flow breakdown
reviously suggested in Figs. 13 and 14. Interestingly, in the mid-
lane the variance near the leading edge is reduced, possibly due
o some incidence alleviation from the hub flow blockage. How-
ver, the ensemble average velocity data in this region do not
rovide sufficient resolution to confirm this.

Summary and Conclusions
This study has provided detailed phase-resolved velocity infor-
ation in the vaned diffuser of the Purdue centrifugal compressor

hrough a PIV technique. The data at all loading conditions dem-
nstrated that the flow field in the diffuser is, as expected, char-
cterized by a much more complicated structure than that which
ould be associated with steady, uniform diffusion. Although
ixing clearly occurs in the vaneless space, these data demon-

trate that strong momentum variations still exist in both the span-
ise and the circumferential directions in the diffuser.
The nominal loading case indicated that the circumferential

ariations, driven by the jet/wake flow structure exiting the impel-
er, are highest for the hub plane. At the midspan, the flow features
re similar to the hub plane, but the variation is reduced. In the
hroud region, the circumferential variations are of lesser magni-
ude, dominated by the large extent of the impeller wake in that
egion. In all cases, circumferential variations are dominant in the
rethroat region, and much reduced after the throat. Hub to shroud

Fig. 15 Nominal loading, sum of variances „m2/s2
…

ariations in the diffuser passage velocities are increased as the

21010-8 / Vol. 132, APRIL 2010
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compressor is throttled back from the choke line, with the hub
flow gradually being starved for flow until, just prior to compres-
sor stall, the hub flow begins to break down.

Diffuser throat structures were shown to vary significantly with
loading at all spanwise locations. Near the choke line, the throat
Mach numbers are supersonic at all planes. The flow then adjusts
to the downstream subsonic flow through an oblique and then a
normal shock. Further increase in loading results in a more mildly
supersonic condition and an adjustment to subsonic flow through
a normal shock. As the mass flow is further decreased, the entire
diffuser flow field becomes subsonic.
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Nomenclature
� � flow angle measured from diffuser passage

centerline �+CW�
�� � � absolute uncertainty
�p � particle pixel displacement
�t � time lag between consecutive images
M � Mach number

mcor � corrected flow rate
Ncor � corrected speed

S � optical magnification factor
V � local velocity
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